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NAME
psed - a stream editor

SYNOPSIS
   psed  [-an]  script  [file  ...]
   psed  [-an]  [-e  script]  [-f  script-file]  [file  ...]

   s2p   [-an]  [-e  script]  [-f  script-file]

DESCRIPTION
A stream editor reads the input stream consisting of the specified files
 (or standard input, if none are 
given), processes is line by line by
 applying a script consisting of edit commands, and writes resulting 
lines
 to standard output. The filename `- ' may be used to read standard input.

The edit script is composed from arguments of -e options and
 script-files, in the given order. A single 
script argument may be specified
 as the first parameter.

If this program is invoked with the name s2p, it will act as a
 sed-to-Perl translator. See sed Script 
Translation.

sed returns an exit code of 0 on success or >0 if an error occurred.

OPTIONS
-a

A file specified as argument to the w edit command is by default
 opened before input 
processing starts. Using -a, opening of such
 files is delayed until the first line is actually written
to the file.

-e script

The editing commands defined by script are appended to the script.
 Multiple commands must 
be separated by newlines.

-f script-file

Editing commands from the specified script-file are read and appended
 to the script.

-n

By default, a line is written to standard output after the editing script
 has been applied to it. 
The -n option suppresses automatic printing.

COMMANDS
sed command syntax is defined as

   [address[,address]][!]function[argument]

with whitespace being permitted before or after addresses, and between
 the function character and 
the argument. The addresses and the
 address inverter (! ) are used to restrict the application of a

command to the selected line(s) of input.

Each command must be on a line of its own, except where noted in
 the synopses below.

The edit cycle performed on each input line consist of reading the line
 (without its trailing newline 
character) into the pattern space,
 applying the applicable commands of the edit script, writing the final
contents of the pattern space and a newline to the standard output.
 A hold space is provided for 
saving the contents of the
 pattern space for later use.


